Pope + Obama + UN = NWO

One Religion, Government, Economy

Rights granted by God
Rule by Law
Law is same for all
Constitution equally applied
All individuals treated the same

or

Rights granted by UN
Rule by Man
Law is different per groups
Groups become victims to law
Groups treated differently

Declaration of Human Rights
Earth Charter
Environment Rules

Ten Commandments
Bill of Rights
US Constitution
Agenda21today.com
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Regime* runs BOTH Parties
•
•
•
•

Council of Foreign Relations * Bilderbergs
Trilateral Commission * Illuminati * UN
IMF *Federal Reserve * World Bank
Governments * Monarchy * Dictators

A systematic way
of governing by
an Authoritarian
Rule demanding
Outcome Based
Policies through
Regulation.

One World Government
New World Order…Money, Power, Control
Create Mutually Assured Destruction
All Policies work the same
• Everything is connected
• Nothing is random
• Everything happens for a reason
• Everything is a LIE

Why America?
•
•
•

America as a land mass is the richest country in the world. America has it
all, natural resources, energy, minerals, soil, water, climate
Problem: America is owned by We the People
Every American citizen is sovereign with God given Rights:
Life/ Freedom -The individual owns their life and may do with it as they
choose, Worship (morality) without state interference
Liberty-Equal Treatment under the Rule of Law US Bill of Rights and
Constitution
Pursuit of Happiness-Equal Opportunity to create wealth. Land ownership
is the biggest wealth creator. In America you own what is above and
below your land. In America you can own your own business and your
own person.

Private Property – Real or Intellectual is the basis of Power.
Simply put, you have it they want it.

The purpose of Agenda 21/2030 is to inventory and control every
aspect of human activity.

Breaking America
Eliminate America in schools Pre K-College
Replace Constitution with Case Law eventually International Law
•
Case Law creates classes (groups) Unconstitutional
•
Classes are manipulated by Social Justice* & Wealth Redistribution
•
Social Justice grants privileges to one group at the expense of another
•
Wealth Redistribution steals from the middle class and gives to the rich, done through regulation.
•
Regulation through Regionalism-Non Govt agencies not elected officials – aka Soviets
Divide and Conquer A house divided will fall
Social Justice, Racism, Income Inequality, Wealth Redistribution divide Americans
•
Multiculturalism (Group culture) replaces Melting Pot – Coming together as Americans
•
Consensus (Computer programs) replaces Fact
•
Political correctness (Fear of offending) replace Constructive Criticism
•
Doublespeak, Distortion, Lies (War is Peace) replace Truth
•
Outcome based (Planned by Regime) replaces Opportunity Based (individually created)
•
Manipulation (Repeat a lie often enough) replaces Free Thought
Depopulation is imperative -“Death solves all problems - no man, no problem.” Stalin
"Global Sustainability requires the deliberate quest of poverty, reduced resource consumption and set
levels of mortality control." - Professor Maurice King
Executive Order- Behavior Modification Rationing, conservation, change consumption by
reeducation.
UN Conference in 1994- Food is power, we will use it to control the people.
Propaganda creates a new Reality

How to control millions of people-LIE to them

HOW
• Lie
• Create a world crisis
• Regionalism-Regulations by non elected
bureaucrats – NGO non Profits
• Grants to cure (bribe)
• EDUCATION=Indoctrination
• Class separation – diversity
• Social Justice, income redistribution
• Demonize success, promote mediocrity
http://dailycaller.com/2015/10/27/students-incalifornia-school-district-now-guaranteed-cgrades-for-doing-nothing/

Where: Rio 1992, UN Agenda 21
•

“We stand today at a unique and extraordinary moment. The crisis in the Persian
Gulf, as grave as it is, also offers a rare opportunity to move toward an historic
period of cooperation. Out of these troubled times, our fifth objective -- a new
world order -- can emerge..” On September 11, 1990 at 9:09 PM, President
George Herbert Walker Bush spoke before a joint session of Congress.

•

With the failure of the Senate to ratify the Bio –Diversity Treaty, Clinton
created the Presidents Council on Sustainable Development. 1993
EXECUTIVE ORDER 12852, Repealed Glass Steagall, Signed NAFTA
and gave our technology to China

•

Supplied the money to allow Agenda 21 to progress. Kept borders
open. Endless war, Patriot Act, TARP, Special Interest
Clear Act 2007

•

Every Agency in the US government is implementing Agenda 21
Take over Healthcare, Auto Industry, Schools, Food, Privacy, Mobility

MONEY * POWER * CONTROL
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Jeb brings the UN to Florida

Palm Beach County-based Florida Earth
Foundation, a not for profit, public-private
partnership that promotes natural resource
initiatives in South Florida, was acknowledged by
the Florida Cabinet on Tuesday, August 23.
Governor Jeb Bush and the Florida Cabinet
read and celebrated a Resolution of Support
for the work being done by Florida Earth.
Florida Earth, chartered in 2002, is comprised of
over 70 university, industry, agency and nonprofit organizations. It primarily plays a key role
in developing and administering education,
outreach and research programs and projects
supporting South Florida ecosystem restoration.
Florida Earth's flagship program is a combination of public educational courses taught throughout the
year and summer graduate courses in cooperation with the University of Florida. The newest program
Florida Earth has initiated is UNESCO-IHE/FEF Partnership. It is the first permanent link between
Everglades Restoration efforts and the United Nations. The program has students from throughout
the world visiting South Florida on a rotational basis studying water related technology being developed
here. The Florida Cabinet Resolution reads in part: NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the
Governor and Cabinet of the State of Florida do hereby acknowledge and support the efforts of the
Florida Earth Foundation and encourage all state and local governmental agencies, businesses and
citizens of Florida to join in the efforts to help restore the Florida Everglades - America's Everglades.

Jeb brings Regionalism to Florida
•

•

•

•

On July 1, 2003, the Tri-County Commuter Rail Authority (Tri-Rail) is
transitioned to the South Florida Regional Transportation Authority by
legislation passed by the Florida House of Representatives and Senate and
signed into law by Gov Jeb Bush
Scope of Work

- 5 Year / $500,000 Annual Budget
– Bitner Goodman, agency of record
– Increase visibility and ridership
– Community Partnerships,
– Promotional Campaigns
– Special Events, etc.
Promote Regionalism

Only RE-Education Will Make Sustainability Work

Principals of Sustainable Development
Wealth Redistribution
Must change mindset of Americans into do more get less.
Crisis: Environment
Unfinished Agenda Rockefeller Foundation, Environmental issues, conservation.
Sustainable Developments means development of society that meets the
needs of the present society without compromising the needs of future society
to meet their own needs. (You may do nothing without government approval.)
Gro Harlem Brundtland, 1987, friend of Hillary Clinton
Consensus of the Precautionary Principal used to restrict through regulation
Taking action without scientific certainty to save future generations from scarcity
of resources- Catch shares, oil, water, coal, food, global warming
Implementation and monitoring through TECHNOLOGY/Digitalizing/Cameras
Everything must be watched, shared, monitored for usage.
You will be monitored for you consumption patterns and if you use too much you will be shut off.
Smart Meters, Smart Grids, Red light Cameras, Cameras.
Over the past 35 years, wind energy—which supplies just 2 percent of U.S. electricity—has
received $30 billion in federal subsidies and grants . These subsidies shield people from the
uncomfortable truth of just how much wind power actually costs and transfer money from average
taxpayers to wealthy wind farm owners, many of which are units of foreign companies.

http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/development-agenda/

How to control millions of people-LIE to them
Procedure: Hegelian Dialectic – Crisis, Scream, Give up Rights for Security
Control* (*Cause a person to do what you want)
Problem: Too many people to control. Must promote depopulation – Bill Gates Sr, John Holdren
Crisis: War (Joe Kennedy, Rothschild), Genocide (Prescott Bush), Water/Food shortages (EPA Carol
Browner), Energy shortages (Ken Salazar), Natural and man made disasters (Bush 43, Obama
FEMA not prepared)
Propaganda-Subliminal Messaging
•
Depopulation – abortion, childless families, sexualize children, forced sterilization
•
Water Shortage - 70% of the earth is made of water
•
Carbon Dioxide is toxic - Needed for food
•
Fossil Fuels are bad – cheap and plentiful but privately owned
•
Ethanol – Destroyed food supply
•
CO2 – necessary for food producing plants, CO2 is a result of warming not a cause
•
Disease – Vaccines – withholding care, medicine forced
•
Global Warming is destroying the planet – Weather has natural cycles, no warming in over 18
years.
•
Man affects the weather - Sun controls weather, Oceans evaporate and volcanoes erupt
•
Man is the enemy of the earth – Man is the protector
•
Industrialization is ruining the planet – Pollution is not climate, Weather is cyclical & dynamic
•
Running out of Oil, Natural Gas – Huge reserves, eco friendly
•
Oceans are rising – never calculated evaporation, only with natural storm surges which subsides
•
Sustainable Development only way to save the planet - use to inventory and control human
activity
Depopulation is imperative -“Death solves all problems - no man, no problem.” Stalin
"Global Sustainability requires the deliberate quest of poverty, reduced resource consumption and set
levels of mortality control." - Professor Maurice King
Rationing, conservation, change consumption by reeducation.
UN Conference in 1994- Food is power, we will use it to control the people.

How – Subliminal Messaging
Combine Hollywood, Media, School –One message - Sustainability
Education/Indoctrination

•
•
•
•
•

Edu/Training *Sustainable Development
Nihilism * Human Secularism * Government has answers
Control production, distribution and consumption of all products
Global citizens indoctrinated in School. Cradle to Grave Sustainable Development, Do
more for less. Limited learning for lifelong labor
Introduce Secular Humanism as way of life – evolution, eliminate God, God is dead
Anyone over 30 is dumb. Parents don’t know anything. Make lesson confusing
Silent Majority, No Religion and Politics, Separation of church and state, political correct
Nature is all that exists, worship GAIA, infiltrate theology, philosophy, ethics, biology, psychology,
sociology, law, politics, economics and history.

•

•

PETER HOAGLAND, Nebraska State Senator and Humanist, speaking on radio
in 1983 with Pastor and Patriot Everett Sileven said: "Fundamental, Bible believing
people do not have the right to indoctrinate their children in their religious beliefs
because we, the state, are preparing them for the year 2000, when America will be
part of a one-world global society and their children will not fit in."
EX Order- Using Behavioral Science Insights to Better serve the American People Behavior
Modification – NUDGE –MK Ultra - A growing body of evidence demonstrates that behavioral
science insights -- research findings from fields such as behavioral economics and psychology about
how people make decisions and act on them -- can be used to design government policies to better
serve the American people. Sunstein, Podesta, Holdrin

Hollywood and the Media
Yesterday 1960-1970 National Anthem
•
Trust the Government
•
God is real. God is watching
•
Believe in Government God
•
Rebellion will not be tolerated
•
Obey, Consume, Obey, Consume
•
Conform, Stay Asleep, Submit, Sleep Watch TV
•
Worship Consume, Obey, Believe
•
Buy Ultra, Buy Naomi – MK Ultra and MK Naomi are
declassified CIA government mind control projects after WWII
•
Do not question the government
•
C Span Oct 1995 Clinton apologized
……………………………………………………………………………
…
Today
•
http://fromtheright.com/latest/heres-how-campbells-soup-ispushing-the-gay-agenda-on-america/ Campbell’s finished you
off by calling is their “real, real life” campaign. Because
straight families aren’t real.
•
Entertainment- agreeable occupation for the mind.
•
Sex Drugs Rock n Roll
•
Father knows Best, All in the Family, Married with Children, 2
Fathers
Beta wave left brain critical thinking * Alpha state passive learner * School focuses on Alpha
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WDsI-zk6gfE

Education/Indoctrination
4 Quality Education/Training
* Eliminate Nationalism for globalism, Replace, Family-School, GodGovernment, America-World

Environment
5. Clean Water
7. Clean Energy
11. Sustainable Cities
13. Climate Action
14. Water
15. Life on Land

Equity
1. End Poverty
2. No Hunger
3. Health
5. Gender Equality
10. Reduce inequality
16. Peace and justice
strong institutions

Economy
8. Decent Work and
Economic Growth
9. Industry, innovation
and Infrastructure
12 Responsible
consumption &
production

Who determines Regulation? Non Government Organizations, Not Elected Officials
aka Regional Councils, aka Non-Profits, aka appointed Boards, Stakeholders,
aka Soviets

Environment
Fundamental premise is a lie. CO2 is an inert gas that is only .03%
of the atmosphere. Necessary for plant life – aka food. CO2 is a
result of warming.
"This is the first time in the history of mankind that we are setting ourselves the task of
intentionally, within a defined period of time, to change the economic development
model that has been reigning for the, at least, 150 years, since the industrial revolution,"
UN VP Climate Initiative, Christina Figueres said.
•
•
•
•
•
•

5. Clean Water: EPA manages ALL water.
7. Clean Energy: Demonize then nationalize, oil, coal, lightbulbs
11. Sustainable Cities: Stackem Packem Housing, Tiny Houses, Bikes, narrow streets, limited
services
13. Climate Action: Destruction caused by humans
14. Water: Create artificial shortages
15. Life on Land: Private Property creates inequality, Animals equal to humans & Nature

Solution: Teach Global Goals in School. Cradle to Grave Sustainable
Development, Do more for less. Limited learning for lifelong labor
•
•
•

•

"Climate change makes us all global citizens, we are truly all in this together."
- Gordon Brown, British Prime Minister
"The concept of national sovereignty has been immutable, indeed a sacred principle
of international relations. It is a principle which will yield only slowly and reluctantly to
the new imperatives of global environmental cooperation."
- UN Commission on Global Governance report

Wildlife Corridor
EO 94-54 Governors Council on Sust FL
1996 Statute 163.3244 – Sustainable
Communities.
Governor Rick Scott is also CEO of
Enterprise Florida (This is a
Public-Private-Partnership, PPP).
The website states they endorse and
support Sustainable Development
(which comes from the United Nations
Agenda21) while promoting state wide
regionalism which eliminates counties
and local government.
Regionalism is communism.
Yesterday FL Bill 1784 sailed through the
Appropriations committee. This creates a
5 mile buffer around military bases.

Greenways

Equity
”Give us the child for 8 years and it will be a Bolshevik”
– Vladimir Lenin
“Crime is a product of social excess”

• 5 We the people – separate into classes
• Poverty *Hunger * Health - Depopulation
• Censorship to eliminate hurt feelings-can’t
talk about rape Muslims????
• Promote Aps, no talk
• http://www.libertynewsnow.com/scientistsseek-to-cure-belief-in-god/article2383

Economy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remove middle class create entitlement class
Slightly elevate poor – love container living
Eliminate borders
World wildlife fund takes land
Poverty redistribution of wealth,
Sustainable Development
Climate Change Taxes and War
Equality elimination of diversity
Unfair trade Agreements
Regulate business out of business
Regulate energy and food
Put government in the middle of every business.

Education/Indoctrination
•

Nihilism * Human Secularism * Government has answers
* Psycopaths * Control production, distribution and consumption of all
products
1989 Governor Association on Education – Gov Bill Clinton, Pres Bush 41
• Students are HUMAN CAPITAL Education’s purpose is to train students to
work.
•
Purpose of Education was to Transform Society from individualism to
collectivism
•
Fact Based Education is not longer the primary focus of education
• Teach Global Goals in School. Cradle to Grave Sustainable Development,
Do more for less. Limited learning for lifelong labor
• The whole world is our home. Become a global citizen.
• http://patriotupdate.com/hollywood-uses-propagandistic-films-to-enshrinelies-in-history/
• "I envisage the principles of the Earth Charter to be a new form of
the ten commandments. They lay the foundation for a sustainable
global earth community.“ - Mikhail Gorbachev, co-author of The
Earth Charter

While You Were Sleeping
Education became Propaganda

1994, Rescue Mission Planet Earth,
a Children’s edition of Agenda 21 targeted our children
many are in government today… What did they learn?

• P24: Polluters should pay for the damage they cause,
those using cleaner methods should be rewarded (they
decide the polluters and give subsidies). Bye Light bulb,
cheap energy, private property
• P60: The military wastes the environment according to
Worldwatch Institute, the military is the single biggest
polluter on earth. Defund, restrict the military
• P73: Funds could be raised by reallocating resources
now committed to the military. Sequester.

How will it work?
Technology will control everything-STEM
• School – Algorithms will track the kids to determine workability
• RFID Chips will control the money, production and consumption
• GMO’s will control the food supply. You will only eat what is allowed
• Healthcare will control the population. Seniors and infirm are discounted
• Media will control the conversation. Media owned mostly by Arabs.
• Internet will control communications. PC will rule conversation.
• Smart Meters control energy use. You will uses energy only when allowed.
• Sustainable Developments control living space
• Smart Cars will control mobility
• Regime will control employment
• Constitution will be replaced by UN Dec of Human Rights
• There will be no country borders, no freedom, no rights unless allowed by the
Regime.

Private Property MUST be eliminated
Regime must inventory and control every aspect of human activity.
They will control PPRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF
EVERYTHING.
All goods and services must be monitored and approved by the Regime.

BUT I am only One
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Educate yourself, your family, friends no matter how hard.
Learn the Constitution - share
Negotiate, Demonstrate, Resist – Civil Disobedience. Say NO
Send Affidavits, Start petition drives.
Demand and Buy American
Talk to your neighbors. Go to their meetings. Ask questions constantly. What is cost?
Stop political correctness
Homeschool – Church schools Stop Common Core –
Demand Civics, Constitution, American History, Government
TELL EVERYONE Water and Land Conservation Control.
Form a Common Law Grand Jury
Have a movie night and seek out young people. Invite but pick up.
Put up NO TRESPASSING signs on your property. Never let anyone in. First words
should be: Do you have a Warrant?
Work with your county Sheriff. Are they Constitutional?
Run for office and or support LOCAL Candidates. Vet candidates
Call local radio shows.
Go to county meetings. Know your legislator. Demand answers. Stop Grants and
land buying. Constantly ask questions. Who is paying for maintenance, repair?
Focus on ROI, bottom line. How many people surveyed?

If not NOW, When? If not you, Who?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Become an AgEnder-American Against Agenda 21 Join agenda21today.com
Truth * Education * Conversation * Action
Learn and Share the Constitution
Stop Common Core –
Demand Civics, Constitution, American History, Government returned to school
Stop Political Correctness
Demand American goods
Eliminate Smart Meters * No to Grants
Home school * God * Family * Community * Prepare, demand to see your child’s work
Form a committed headed by chairs for:
Precinct Sign and pass out the Petitions
Education: learn and teach agenda 21 info
Legislation: oversight, train legislators
Media: Press releases, articles, blogs, social media

•

FREEDOM IS NOT FREE

Victory is our only option
Karen Schoen, 954-864-0530
Karenschoen.com
kbschoen@bellsouth.net

